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We investigate the detection prospects of a non-standard dark sector in the context of boosted
dark matter. We consider a scenario where two stable particles have a large mass difference and the
heavier particle accounts for most of dark matter in our current universe. The heavier candidate
is assumed to have no interaction with the standard model particles at tree-level, hence evading
existing constraints. Although subdominant, the lighter dark matter particles are efficiently
produced via pair-annihilation of the heavier ones in the center of the Galaxy or the Sun. The
large Lorentz boost enables detection of the non-minimal dark sector in large volume terrestrial
experiments via exchange of a light dark photon with electrons or nuclei. Various experiments
designed for neutrino physics and proton decay are examined in detail, including Super-K and
Hyper-K. In this study, we focus on the sensitivity of the far detector at the Deep Underground
Neutrino Experiment for boosted dark matter produced in the center of the Sun, and compare our
findings with recent results for boosted dark matter produced in the galactic center.
I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of dark matter (DM) has been firmly es-
tablished via diverse astrophysical and cosmological ob-
servations at multiple scales. Yet its fundamental na-
ture still remains unidentified. Since the standard model
(SM) of elementary particle physics does not provide a
dark matter candidate, new physics must be involved.
Although a variety of searches have been performed to
look for dark matter particles, no firm detection has been
made thus far and only some tantalizing hints have been
reported [1].
Among a plethora of possibilities, models with multiple
DM candidates are very well motivated and their phe-
nomenology has been studied at many different scales,
from cosmology to the LHC. Especially on the cosmolog-
ical side, several issues have been investigated to reconcile
a discrepancy between observations and N-body simula-
tions based on cold dark matter (CDM), which include
the “core vs cusp problem”1 as well as the “too big to fail
problem”2. Warm dark matter has been proposed as a
solution to these problems, since it develops a shallower
density profile at small scales and therefore avoids unrea-
sonably dense subhalos [5]. Another possible solution to
the problems is to introduce self-interaction (SI) between
the dark matter particles (χ) [6]. Self-interacting dark
matter (SIDM) with σχχ/mχ ∼ O(1) cm2/g is known to
1 Simulations show a steep density profile, while observations of
dwarf galaxies indicate a cored density profile [2].
2 Simulations predict that CDM evolves to very dense subhalos
of Milky Way type galaxies, which can not host the brightest
satellites, but it would be hard to miss the observation of these
substructures [3, 4].
reconcile the inconsistency between simulations and ob-
servations at small scales, while not affecting good CDM
behavior at large scales [7, 8]. Here σχχ is the DM self-
interaction cross section and mχ is the mass of DM. The
matter distribution of the Bullet Cluster [9] and kinemat-
ics of dwarf spheroidals [10] provide bounds on the size of
the self-interaction, 0.1 cm2/g < σχχ/mχ < 1.25 cm
2/g.
In this paper, we explore the detection prospects of
two-component DM at the Deep Underground Neutrino
Experiment (DUNE) and Super-K(SK)/Hyper-K(HK).
We focus on a scenario with a large mass gap between
the two components, where the heavier DM has no in-
teraction with SM particles at tree-level, while the light
one interacts with the heavier counterpart as well as the
SM particles. If the heavier DM is predominant in our
current universe, the dark sector with such candidates is
hidden, evading all current direct and indirect detection
bounds. Although the light DM particles are subdomi-
nant, they may be produced via pair-annihilation of the
heavier ones even in the current universe, with a large
boost due to the large mass difference. Such boosted DM
(BDM) arises in various multi-component DM scenarios
[11–14] and recently the discovery potential of BDM in
large volume neutrino telescopes has been examined [15–
19]. In Ref. [16], the heavier DM annihilates in the center
of the Galaxy, and its pair-annihilation products travel
to the Earth and leave Cherenkov light in the detector
via a neutral current-like interaction, which points to-
ward the galactic center (GC). The detection of BDM
from the Sun (solar BDM) has been studied in Ref. [17],
where a search for proton tracks pointing toward the Sun
is proposed. Implication of self-interaction in the context
of solar BDM has been discussed in Ref. [18]. More re-
cently, Ref. [20] studied the sensitivity of DUNE and SK,
for BDM from the GC and dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
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2In this study, we investigate the sensitivity of DUNE
for BDM coming from the center of the Sun, includ-
ing self-interaction. The far detector at DUNE consists
of Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPC),
which provide excellent particle identification (ID), a
good angular resolution and a lower threshold energy [21–
24]. Thanks to the excellent angular resolution and par-
ticle ID, we can efficiently reduce expected background
events at DUNE, which thus greatly improves the detec-
tion prospect of the BDM signal. We compare our results
with those for SK and HK, which are based on Cherenkov
radiation.
This paper is organized as follows. We give a brief
review of the model in section II, and a short overview
on DUNE and SK/HK in section III. We study their
discovery potential for BDM from the GC in section IV
and from the Sun in section V, respectively.
II. SHORT REVIEW OF THE MODEL
We consider a non-minimal DM scenario with two DM
species ψA and ψB , whose stability is achieved with two
separate symmetries, e.g. U(1)
′ ⊗ U(1)′′ or Z2 ⊗ Z ′2 [12,
16, 18]. The heavier species ψA is the dominant DM
component in the universe and has interaction only with
ψB at tree-level via a contact operator,
LAB = 1
Λ2
ψAψBψBψA , (1)
in addition to self-interaction among ψA in the range of
0.1 cm2/g < σAA/mA < 1.25 cm
2/g (Fig. 1(a)), favored
by observations and simulations [6, 7, 9, 10]. On the
other hand, the lighter subdominant DM component ψB
directly couples to the SM sector. The lighter DM ψB
(of mass mB) is produced from the pair-annihilation of
the heavier DM ψA (of mass mA) in our current universe
via the contact interaction Eq. (1) (Fig. 1(b)), and the
produced ψB is highly boosted due to the large mass
difference between mA and mB .
The lighter species ψB is charged under a dark U(1)X
gauge symmetry, with a charge QBX = +1, which is as-
sumed to be spontaneously broken leading to the mass
mX . In addition, the dark sector is assumed to commu-
nicate to the SM sector only through a kinetic mixing
between U(1)X and U(1)EM (originally U(1)Y ) [25–31],
L ⊃ −1
2
sin XµνF
µν . (2)
Therefore, ψB can elastically scatter off SM particles via
a t−channel X boson exchange as shown in Fig. 1(c). We
will take the dark gauge coupling gX to be large enough,
e.g., gX = 0.5, so that the large annihilation cross section
for ψBψB → XX induces a small thermal relic density
of ψB . We refer to Ref. [29] for a dedicated study on the
kinetic mixing and hidden sector DM, and Refs. [12, 16]
for computation of exact relic abundances of ψA and ψB .
This model is described by seven parameters:
{mA,mB ,mX ,Λ, gX , , σAA} , (3)
where Λ will be appropriately adjusted to yield the re-
quired DM relic abundance, ΩAh
2 ' ΩDMh2 ≈ 0.1, as
done in Ref. [16]. In our analysis, a mass hierarchy of
mA > mB > mX is assumed. gX and  always appear as
a combination of (gX · ) in all the interactions between
DM and SM sector particles. Thus, our study simply
depends on five parameters, {mA,mB ,mX , gX · , σAA}.
For convenient comparison, we take the same benchmark
scenario as in Ref. [20],
mX = 15 MeV, gX = 0.5, and 
2 = 2× 10−7 . (4)
We also choose 2 = 10−8 as another benchmark for com-
parison with Ref. [18]. 2 = 2 × 10−7 is marginally con-
sistent with current search limits on a hidden X gauge
boson (or a dark photon) for mX = 15 MeV [32–35].
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The DUNE far detector, which consists of four
LArTPC modules to be located deep underground at the
Sanford Underground Research Facility, South Dakota,
provides an excellent opportunity for particle physics be-
yond the primary mission of the experiment. This in-
cludes indirect detection of DM using neutrinos, which
are produced via the pair-annihilation of DM in the GC
or in the center of the Sun. The excellent angular resolu-
tion and particle identification capability of the LArTPC
detector would substantially reduce the background in
the direction of the expected DM-induced neutrino sig-
nal, and could potentially provide competitive limits in
the low DM-mass range. In this paper, we consider di-
rect detection of BDM with the DUNE LArTPC rather
than detecting neutrinos induced by DM annihilation.
We compare results against those for other neutrino de-
tectors based on Cherenkov radiation, such as SK and
HK. Table I summarizes detector volume, threshold en-
ergy and angular resolution for SK, HK and DUNE.
The dominant backgrounds for BDM come from atmo-
spheric neutrinos in the mass range of our interests, while
solar neutrinos dominate the background below energies
around 20 MeV [38]. Another background is from muons
which do not Cherenkov-radiate but decay to neutrinos
in the SK/HK detector. The relevant energy range for
the muon background is about 30–50 MeV and can be al-
leviated via fiducial volume cuts [39]. Table I shows 100
MeV for threshold energy at SK/HK. However, in prin-
ciple the threshold energy at SK can be lowered even be-
low 10 MeV. For example, Ref. [40] studies solar neutri-
nos, focusing on the 5–20 MeV range. In this case, both
energy resolution and angular resolution become poor,
σ(E)
E > 0.15 and θres > 25
◦ for Ee < 10 MeV [40]. We
use Ee > 100 MeV in our analysis, to reject backgrounds
from solar neutrino and muon decays. However, this cut
3A
A
A
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< 1.25 cm2/g
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FIG. 1: Diagrams for (a) self-interaction of the heavier DM component ψA, (b) production of the boosted DM ψB from the
annihilation of ψA, and (c) elastic scattering of ψB off an electron.
Volume Eth θres Running Time
(kTon) (MeV) (◦) (years)
SK [36] 22.5 100 3◦ > 13.6
HK [37] 560 100 3◦
DUNE [21] 40-50 30 1◦
TABLE I: List of experiments (SK, HK, and DUNE) studied
in this paper with volume, threshold energy, angular resolu-
tion, and running time. In principle, the threshold energy at
SK/HK could be lowered below 100 MeV at the cost of having
worse energy and angular resolution. However, in our study
we use 100 MeV to reduce backgrounds from solar neutrinos
and muon decays [16]. We consider two different sizes for
DUNE: 10 kTon (DUNE 10) and 40 kTon (DUNE 40), since
the staged implementation of the far detector as four 10 kTon
modules is planned [21–24].
may be lowered down to 50–100 MeV with slightly poorer
angular resolution [16, 40]. For DUNE, the muon back-
ground can be distinguishable due to excellent particle
ID and we use Eth = 30 MeV as described in the DUNE
CDR [21–24].
For angular resolution of SK/HK, we use θres = 3
◦
following Ref. [16] but in the energy range of our interests
Ee > 100 MeV, it can be brought down to a lower value.
The angular resolution of SK (single-ring e-like events)
is 3◦ for sub-GeV (< 1.33 GeV) and 1.2◦ for multi-GeV
(> 1.33 GeV) [41].
For backgrounds at SK, we use the fully contained
single-ring e-like events including both sub-GeV (0-decay
electron events only) and multi-GeV as a conservative
estimation for a total of 10.7 years [42] (Nall skySK /∆T '
923 year−1 for 22.5 kTon). For our discussion in the rest
of this paper, we normalize the rate to 13.6 years, which
is the current exposure time at SK.3
In the case of BDM from the GC, the number
of expected signal events is obtained within a cone
3 More data has been used in Ref. [43] but it does not discriminate
0- and 1-decay electron events.
of half angle θC ' 10◦ for maximum sensitivity,
and the backgrounds are calculated correspondingly,
N
θC
SK
∆T =
1−cos θC
2
Nall skySK
∆T ' 7.01 year−1 for 22.5 kTon
[16]. LArTPC detectors have several advantages over
Cherenkov-based detectors, such as lower threshold en-
ergy, better angular resolution and efficient vetoing of
events with hadronic activities [20]. These features are
useful in identifying BDM signals and reduce the num-
ber of background events. A background-study at DUNE
10 (DUNE with 10 kTon) by simulation using the GE-
NIE neutrino Monte-Carlo software results in a conser-
vative estimate of background events, Nall skyDUNE10/∆T '
128 year−1 for 10 kTon [20],4 and thus for the GC,
N
θC
DUNE10
∆T =
1−cos θC
2
Nall skyDUNE10
∆T ' 1 year−1. Background
rates for DUNE 40 (DUNE with 40 kTon) and HK are
obtained by a simple rescaling based on their volume.
See Table II for a summary of background events used in
our study.
In the case of BDM arising from the Sun, angu-
lar resolution becomes crucial. The number of back-
ground events within a cone of angle θ is proportional
to 1−cos θ2 ≈ θ2/4 for θ  1, and decreases rapidly as
θ decreases. On the other hand, the number of signal
events does not change, as the Sun is effectively a point-
like source. Therefore, θC can be reduced to θres as shown
in Table I, which will reduce the number of background
events significantly, while the number of signal events
is not affected. In comparison between SK and DUNE,
the angular resolution for SK is θSKres = 3
◦ while it is
θDUNEres = 1
◦ for DUNE. This implies that background re-
jection at DUNE would be nine times better than at SK,
if all other conditions are identical. A change in angular
cut from 10◦ for the GC to 1◦ for the Sun reduces back-
4 According to DUNE CDR [21], the expected number of fully con-
tained electron-like events including oscillations is 14053/(350
kTon·year), which corresponds to 402 year−1 for DUNE 10. In
Ref. [20], they however find that less than 32% of background
events pass the hadronic cuts which are implemented after simu-
lation. As a result, for DUNE 10, 402 year−1×32% ' 128 year−1
is obtained.
4DUNE 10 DUNE 40 SK HK
GC 1 with 10◦ 4 with 10◦ 7.01 with 10◦ 174 with 10◦
Sun 0.01 with 1◦ 0.04 with 1◦ 0.632 with 3◦ 15.7 with 3◦
TABLE II: Expected number of background events per year with appropriate angular cut and threshold energy.
ground events by a factor of 100 for the same detector.
Another strength of the DUNE detector is a lower
threshold energy, Eth = 30 MeV. This is partly due to ex-
cellent particle ID with LArTPC, which also allows better
background rejection, i.e., rejection of Michel electrons
from muon decays [20].
The main advantage of SK over DUNE is that it has
already been running for more than 13 years and will
accumulate more data over the next few years at least.
In addition, its volume is about twice as large as that
at DUNE 10, while HK might be 10 times (or more)
bigger than DUNE 40. The phenomenology of BDM with
the HK detectors at two different location is also worth
investigating [44].
IV. BOOSTED DARK MATTER FROM THE
GALACTIC CENTER
In this section, we discuss the sensitivity of SK, HK
and DUNE on the boosted dark matter arising from the
galactic center.
A. BDM flux and signal
Following the formalism in Ref. [16], we calculate the
flux of boosted DM ψB coming from the galactic center
through the annihilation ψAψA → ψBψB as
dΦGC
dΩdEB
=
rSun
16pi
(
ρ0
mA
)2
〈σAA¯→BB¯v〉 J
dNB
dEB
, (5)
where rSun = 8.33 kpc is the distance from the GC to the
Sun, ρ0 is the local dark matter density with a value of
0.3 GeV/cm3 and 〈σAA¯→BB¯v〉 is the thermally averaged
annihilation cross-section of ψA into ψB around the GC.
The galactic halo information is encoded in the so-called
J-factor which involves an integral over the DM density
squared along the line of sight (l.o.s):
J(θ) =
∫
l.o.s
ds
rSun
(
ρ(r(s, θ))
ρ0
)2
. (6)
Here ρ(r(s, θ)) is the galactic halo DM density profile
and s is the l.o.s distance from the source to the Earth,
while r(s, θ) =
√
r2Sun + s
2 − 2rSun · s · cos θ is a coor-
dinate distance centered on the GC and θ is the an-
gle between the direction of the l.o.s and the GC–Earth
axis. We assume the NFW halo profile [45, 46] follow-
ing Ref. [16]. For the purposes of this study, it is in
fact more robust to consider a DM halo profile incor-
porating SIDM, which ensures the correct DM density
at the GC and around our solar system. Recent stud-
ies on SIDM however suggest that for the self-interaction
strengths provided by the limits from the Bullet clus-
ter and dwarf spheroidals, density profiles of SIDM are
intimately tied with the details of the disk and bulge for-
mation as well as the associated feed back of a baryon
dominated galaxy such as the Milky Way. SIDM profile
turns out to be comparable to the NFW profile in our
region of interest [47–49]. We assume that the ψB parti-
cles from this process are mono-energetic and thus their
differential energy spectrum is simply described by
dNB
dEB
= 2δ(EB −mA) , (7)
where EB is the energy of the boosted particle ψB . Fi-
nally, the boosted ψB flux over a cone of a half angle 10
◦
around the GC can be approximated by [20]
Φ10
◦
GC ' 4.7× 10−8cm−2s−1
×
( 〈σAA→BBv〉
3× 10−26 cm3/s
) (
20 GeV
mA
)2
. (8)
To mitigate backgrounds, we require the BDM events
to fall within a θC cone around the GC. The optimal
choice of θC is about 10
◦ for the annihilation case as
discussed in Ref. [16], which is also used in our analysis.
For BDM interacting with electrons, the number of signal
events is given by
NGCsig = ∆T Ntarget Φ
θC
GC σBe−→Be− , (9)
where ∆T is the exposure time of the experiment and
Ntarget is the total number of target electrons in a given
experiment, which is proportional to the volume of the
experiment. The quantity ΦθCGC is the flux of BDM
particles coming from a θC cone around the GC and
σBe−→Be− is the elastic scattering cross-section between
the boosted ψB and an electron in the experiment. We
refer to Ref. [16] for more details.
To compute the sensitivity of each detector for BDM
coming from the GC, we use the number of background
events listed in Table II. The signal significance is defined
as
σ =
√
2
(
Nsig +NBG
)
log
(
1 +
Nsig
NBG
)
− 2Nsig , (10)
where Nsig is the number of signal events given by Eq. (9)
and NBG is the number of background events in a θC
5cone, given in section III. We have verified that the same
results are obtained with a likelihood ratio, assuming a
Poisson distribution as in Ref. [50].
In order to effectively study the dependence of the
signal sensitivity on the threshold energy of the exper-
iment, we reduce the cross-section σBe−→Be− to a con-
stant cross-section having assumed a constant scattering
amplitude as discussed in Ref. [20]. In this limit, we
redefine Eq. (9) as
NGCsig = ∆T Ntarget Φ
θC
GC σ0
(
1− Eth
Emax
)
, (11)
where σ0 is the constant cross-section for σBe−→Be− .
The number of signal events has been rescaled in terms of
the threshold energy of the experiment and the maximum
energy imparted to an electron after scattering which is
given by
Emax = me
(EB +me)
2 + E2B −m2B
(EB +me)2 − E2B +m2B
, (12)
where me is the electron mass. To get the sensitivity
in this limit, we use Eq. (10) with the same background
rates.
B. Detection prospect
We first reproduced all the results on BDM from the
GC in Ref. [20], where the performance of SK, HK and
DUNE detectors are compared, assuming the same 13.6
years of physics running for all detectors.5 The authors of
Ref. [20] have shown the excellent performance of DUNE
with 10 kTon, which is comparable to SK (with twice
larger volume). Moreover, DUNE covers slightly larger
parameter space due to the lower threshold energy.
In Fig. 2, we show the 2σ signal-significance in the
σ/m2A–Emax plane (top) and in the mA–mB plane (bot-
tom) for various detectors including SK, HK and DUNE
with two different detector sizes (10 kTon and 40 kTon).
We consider two different timelines: 5 years of construc-
tion and 10 years of physics running of DUNE in the left
panel, and 10 years of construction and 3 years of physics
running of DUNE in the right panel. The total physics
running time of SK would be 28.6 and 26.6 years, respec-
tively. We assume that the HK timeline is the same as
the DUNE timeline. An approximate expression for the
flux as in Eq. (8) is used only for the two figures in the
upper panel of Fig. 2 (following Ref. [20]), while the full
flux in Eq. (5) is used in all other figures. We used the
corresponding volume, angular resolution and threshold
energy for each detector as summarized in Table I.6 We
5 We thank Lina Necib for help and clarification when reproducing
results in Ref. [20].
6 In Ref. [20], θres = 5◦ is used. We checked however that there
is no significant difference between the results from 3◦ and 5◦ of
angular resolutions for the GC analysis.
find that the increment in the number of events with
Eth =30 MeV to the number of events with Eth =100
MeV is about 20–50 % in the bulk of parameter space of
the mA–mB plane, and the signal increases very rapidly
closer to the diagonal direction, mA ∼ mB .
Fig. 2 also includes the 2σ exclusion (in gray) using
currently available all-sky SK data assuming 10% sys-
tematic uncertainty in the background estimation. There
are other relevant but model-dependent bounds such as
the direct detection of non-relativistic ψB and CMB con-
straints [16]. Although the relic abundance of ψB is
small, it has a large ψB-nucleon scattering cross sec-
tion. The mass range of ψB that we are interested in
is mB . O(1) GeV, and the corresponding recoil energy
is close to the threshold energy of many direct detec-
tion experiments. The most stringent bounds come from
DAMIC [51] due to its low threshold energy. The ex-
pected elastic scattering cross section is so large that any
events above the threshold energy would be seen, even
when taking into account an effective nuclear cross sec-
tion that is properly scaled down by the non-relativistic
relic abundance, σeffBp→Bp =
ΩB
ΩDM
σBp→Bp [16]. From Ref.
[51], we conclude that mB ≥ 1 GeV is disfavored by
DAMIC data if ψB couples to quarks, which is shown as
the cyan shaded region. Although sub-GeV DM is bet-
ter constrained by scattering off electrons than off nuclei
[52], as in XENON10 bounds [53], BDM signals are not
affected by XENON10 due to different kinematics, and it
turns out that bounds from CMB heating are more im-
portant [16], which is shown as the yellow-shaded area.
Other constraints such as limits on the dark photon, di-
rect detection of non-relativistic ψA, indirect detection of
non-relativistic ψB and BBN bounds on ψB annihilation
are either weaker than the CMB bound or evaded by our
choice of parameters. We note that apart from the cur-
rent SK bound, all other limits are model-dependent and
it is certainly possible to avoid or weaken the bounds.
For instance, DM models with p−wave annihilation can
easily avoid the CMB constraint due to v2 suppression
with v ∼ 10−3, and direct detection bounds do not apply
if the non-relativistic ψB does not couple to quarks.
V. BOOSTED DARK MATTER FROM THE
CENTER OF THE SUN
In this section, we discuss the sensitivity of SK, HK
and DUNE on the boosted dark matter arising from the
center of the Sun.
A. BDM flux and DM evolution in the Sun
We follow the formalism in Ref. [18] for the calculation
of the flux of BDM particles from the Sun. The BDM flux
via pair-annihilation of ψA in the Sun (ψAψA → ψBψB)
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FIG. 2: 95% limits on the effective cross section σ0 (top panel) and the 2σ signal-significance (bottom panel) assuming 5 years
of construction and 10 years of physics running of DUNE (left), and 10 years of construction and 3 years of physics running of
DUNE (right). The corresponding total running time of SK would be 28.6 and 26.6 years, respectively. We assume that the
HK timeline is the same as DUNE. The gray-shade represents the current 2σ exclusion with all-sky data from SK, assuming
10% systematic uncertainty in the background estimation. The other shaded areas are potential bounds from direct detection
of non-relativistic ψB (in cyan, with vertical boundary) and CMB constraints on ψB annihilation (in yellow, with diagonal
boundary).
is defined as
dΦSunB
dEB
=
ΓψAA
4piR2Sun
dNB
dEB
. (13)
Here there is no angular contribution in the differential
spectrum since there is no l.o.s integration between the
Sun and the Earth, given that the Sun is a point-like
source. The quantity dNB/dEB is the differential energy
spectrum of BDM ψB at the production source assum-
ing two mono-energetic boosted particles, which is again
given by Eq. (7), and RSun is the distance from the Sun
to the Earth. ΓψAA is the annihilation rate of relic ψA par-
ticles that are captured inside the Sun and the current
rate is given by
ΓψAA =
Ca
2
N2ψA(t) , (14)
where NψA is the number of ψA particles that are cap-
tured inside the Sun and t ' 4.6×109 year is the age of
the Sun. In general, the time evolution of the DM num-
ber Nχ in the Sun is described by the following simple
differential equation [54]
dNχ
dt
= Cc + (Cs − Ce)Nχ − (Ca + Cse)N2χ . (15)
Here Cse is the evaporation rate due to DM self-
interaction, Ca the DM annihilation rate, Ce the DM
evaporation rate due to DM-nuclei interactions, Cs the
7DM self-capture rate, and Cc is the DM capture rate by
the Sun. All these coefficients have been well-studied and
reasonable parameterizations already exist in the litera-
ture (see Ref. [18] and references therein.).
The BDM particles produced in the center of the Sun
may lose their kinetic energy as they travel through the
Sun. This can occur because of the relatively large scat-
tering cross-section with electrons in the Sun. There can
be significant scattering with nucleons; however, the scat-
tering rates are relatively smaller than those with elec-
trons. We refer to Ref. [18] for detailed description on
DM number evolution, annihilation rate and energy loss
inside the Sun, and the final BDM flux.
B. Detection prospect
We compute the number of signal events for the
boosted DM coming from the Sun as
NSunsig = ∆T Ntarget Φ
Sun
B σBe−→Be− , (16)
where ΦSunB is the flux of BDM ψB from the Sun. It
is dependent on the size of the self-interaction of relic
ψA in the Sun. The larger the self-interaction strength,
the more ψA particles are captured in the Sun, which
results in a larger flux of boosted particles. Just as in
the GC case, σBe−→Be− is the elastic scattering cross-
section between BDM and electrons. Again as before,
∆T and Ntarget are the observation time and the number
of target electrons, respectively. For consistency check,
we have reproduced all the results shown in Ref. [18].
Using Eq. (16), we calculate the expected number
of signal events per year at SK and DUNE 10, which
are respectively shown as solid-black and dotted-blue
contours in Fig. 3 for 2 = 2 × 10−7 ( = 10−4) in
the top (bottom) panel and for Min (Max) SI of ψA
in the left-panel (right-panel). Here Min (Max) SI is
σAA/mA = 0.1 (1.25) cm
2/g. The interesting shape
of the constant number of signal events is well studied
in Ref. [18]. The boundary in the left side is set by
mB > mX where mX = 15 MeV in our benchmark
point (log10(mX/GeV) ≈ −1.82). The top edge is af-
fected by the DM number density ∝ 1/mDM. The right-
diagonal edge is determined by Emax > Emin = Eth
which is 30 and 100 MeV for DUNE and SK, respec-
tively. The bottom edge is set by the rapid drop in
the accumulated number of DM particles inside the Sun
for mDM . 2–3 GeV due to the active evaporation
(log10(2.5 GeV/GeV) ≈ 0.4). The bottom edge is also
affected by the energy loss of BDM while traversing the
Sun, which is especially active for a larger . This is
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3, for a smaller value,
the effect is weak as illustrated in the bottom panel.
Using Eq. (10) and including the background rates
given in Table II, we calculate the 2σ signal-significance,
which is shown in Fig. 4 for SK, HK and DUNE for
2 = 2 × 10−7 ( = 10−4) in the top (bottom) panel for
Min (Max) SI in the left-panel (right-panel). We assume
that all detectors have been running for 13.6 years. As
shown in Fig. 2, we include bounds from the CMB as well
as DAMIC. It turns out that current SK limit applies to
maximum self-interaction only.
As shown in the figure, the performance of DUNE 10
is much better than that of SK and DUNE 10 probes
more parameter space: in the upper boundary because
of the smaller background due to better angular resolu-
tion and along the diagonal direction due to the lower
threshold energy. This implies that the strength of the
DUNE detector is more pronounced for Solar BDM than
for GC BDM. Similarly, DUNE 40 is comparable to HK
and in fact probes more parameter space along the diag-
onal direction due to the lower threshold energy. Again
this result illustrates the great performance of the DUNE
detector with Solar BDM, even if the volume of the HK
detector is about 14 times larger than that of DUNE 40.
For BDM from the GC, the parameter space probed by
these detectors is below mA ∼ 100 GeV for 2 = 2×10−7
[20], while the parameter space even above mA ∼ 100
GeV would be covered for BDM arising from the Sun.
See the bottom panels of Fig. 2 and the top panels of
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 is the same as Fig. 4 but for a more real-
istic timeline. The 2σ significance is shown assuming
5 years of construction and 10 years of physics run-
ning of DUNE/HK (left), and 10 years of construction
and 3 years of physics running of DUNE/HK (right) for
2 = 2× 10−7 ( = 10−4) in the top (bottom) panel. All
curves assume minimum self-interaction, for which the
current SK limit is rather weak and does not constrain
the mA–mB space for the given choice of other parame-
ters. In the second scenario with 10 years of construction
and 3 years physics running, the SK-contour covers a lit-
tle more in the higher mass (larger mA) due to the longer
exposure time, while a slightly larger mB is probed at
DUNE due to a lower threshold energy for a fixed value
of mA. If construction time can be reduced, i.e., 5 years,
then the signal significance at DUNE is superior as shown
in the left panel, even if SK (HK) is (much) larger than
DUNE 10 (DUNE 40) in volume.
Comparing results for BDM from the GC as shown in
Fig. 2 (for 2 = 2× 10−7), solar BDM is less constrained
by the CMB since the relevant parameter space is slightly
moved up to a higher mA region due to the evaporation
and the energy loss. However, a larger portion of the
mass space is more constrained by the direct detection
of non-relativistic ψB (mB < 1 GeV from DAMIC). On
the other hand, BDM from the GC is constrained more
by the CMB and less by DAMIC.
VI. CONCLUSION
The problem of identifying DM has become central to
the fields of particle physics and astrophysics. While in
the coming years DM physics will have a great boost
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FIG. 3: The number of signal events per year at SK and DUNE 10 for 2 = 2× 10−7 ( = 10−4) in the top (bottom) panel for
Min (Max) SI in the left-panel (right-panel).
with experimental and technological progresses to put the
most promising ideas to the test, we have no firm clue
in its identity yet, which naturally leads to a diversity of
possible DM candidates. Among them, especially multi-
component DM models are very well-received. In this
paper, we have focused on a scenario where two DM can-
didates have a large mass gap, with the heavier one as the
dominant component in our universe and the lighter one
as subdominant. The heavier candidate is secluded from
the SM sector without any tree-level interaction, while
the lighter one interacts with the SM via light dark pho-
ton exchange. Although subdominant, the lighter DM
particles are produced with a large Lorentz boost by the
present-day annihilation of the heavier counterpart in the
GC or in the center of the Sun. Its detection prospect
at various neutrino telescopes has been examined. Only
very recently, DUNE was considered in terms of BDM
coming from the GC.
In our study, we have investigated the discovery po-
tential of DUNE for the BDM arising from the Sun and
compared the results with those for large volume neutrino
detectors based on Cherenkov radiation such as SK and
HK. LArTPC detectors provide excellent particle identi-
fication, which can be used for background reduction in
search for a BDM signal. In particular, a point-like source
such as the Sun benefits greatly from the good angular
resolution of 1◦, which significantly reduces backgrounds
while retaining the same amount of signal events. A lower
threshold energy of 30 MeV also increases the signal sen-
sitivity in the relevant parameter space. As a result, the
strength of the DUNE detector is remarkable, especially
for the solar BDM.
Other potential bounds may come from dark pho-
ton searches, direct detection of non-relativistic particles
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FIG. 4: 2σ significance of various detectors for 2 = 2 × 10−7 ( = 10−4) in the top (bottom) panel for Min (Max) SI in the
left-panel (right-panel). All curves assume 13.6 years of running.
(both heavy and light ones), indirect detection of the
non-relativistic candidate, CMB constraints on annihila-
tion of the lighter DM candidate, BBN constraints on
the lighter one, and DM searches at colliders. In our
scenario with two DM candidates, the most important
bounds are obtained from the CMB and direct detection
of the lighter DM candidate. However, these bounds are
model-dependent and can be evaded in a different setup.
We have shown that it is very promising to look for
BDM particles, especially from the Sun, at DUNE with
a LArTPC detector. We find that the performance of
DUNE (10 kTon or 40 kTon) is much better than that of
SK or even HK, for the same exposure time, even if their
volumes are smaller. Finally, searches for BDM particles
coming from the GC and from the center of the Sun are
complementary, since the allowed parameter space that
is accessible to one is not to the other. For instance,
mA & 100 GeV may be better probed with the solar
BDM (from our current study), while mA . 100 GeV
is well covered for the GC BDM (from Ref. [20]), for
2 = 2× 10−7.
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